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Quality management plays an important role in your company's growth and performance. It is also an important resource in competition for customer relations, we work to provide a superior experience. In order for your business to succeed, quality must be preserved at all levels. Companies can
implement a number of procedures to ensure that their products meet the highest quality standards and perform best. The ultimate goal is to increase customer satisfaction and increase business growth. Let quality management value lie in the ability of companies to help improve the reliability, durability
and performance of their products. These factors help distinguish a business from its competitors. Better products are equal to happier customers and higher income. In addition to product quality, quality management systems such as ISO 9001 provide clear communication structures, responsibilities and
tasks across all departments. This causes employees to improve morale, improve performance and increase productivity. Your business cannot ignore the cost of bad customer relationships. It needs 12 positive experiences to compensate for a negative experience. If your products and services do not
meet customer expectations, your brand and revenue will suffer. In today's competitive market, consumers are more demanding than ever. They can choose from thousands of brands and access millions of stores through advances in technology. If you want your business to stand out, it's important to
meet or exceed your expectations. It's no longer enough to make sure your products are good. Customers need to meet their needs and comply with the highest quality standards. Quality management can help you turn your potential customers into loyal customers. It does this by continuously improving
your products, combining changes, and eliminating defects. It also provides companies with the information they need to develop the goods and services customers want. In the long run, this helps increase your market share and give your business a competitive advantage. Organizations, marketing and
sales Research Manufacturing Equipment maintenance Administrative and legal departments Finance and accounting When applied continuously over time, these processes can reduce your costs and increase your profits, as well as implement total quality management (TQM) practices to identify areas
of improvement in various industries. For example, a quality product requires less re-operation on the road, leading to cost savings and fewer warranty claims. Risk mitigation is beyond adequate business insurance coverage selection and investment in superior data security software. There are many
risks to consider after your products leave the building. For example, recalls can cause significant long-term financial losses and affect the customer experience. They can also damage your brand and reputation. As a business owner, you can restore the product you are responsible for carrying the costs
of their work. In a worst-case scenario, in a scenario, with lawsuits and even filed for bankruptcy. Therefore, companies cannot ignore or ignore the importance of quality management. Quality management practices can reduce human error and improve the company's verification activities. There are a
number of guidelines that your employees must follow during their day-to-day operations, which help eliminate estimates and ensure compliance. Small businesses must do their best to keep up with their larger competitors. Delivering superior products and services is paramount. Quality management
systems provide information and guidelines for doing things right. It also helps your business achieve optimum cost efficiency and use of available resources. In the long run, these apps strengthen your company's brand, ele ampling you to the level of your competitors. Because they improve your products
and business operations, they lead to a stronger market position. In the folklore of the Middle East, a man named Nasrudin is told. A friend came and asked: What did you lose, Nasrudin? My key, said Nasrudin. The friend got down on his knees and they both called him. After a while, the friend asked:
Where exactly did you fall? In my house, Nasrudin replied. Then why are you looking here, Nasrudin? There's more light here than there is in my own house. This light little story is old and worn out, yet has a somely timeless, mysterious appeal, one that has much to do with the following article. But let me
leave the story for a moment while posing some questions -- also simple but mysterious -- that always surprised me. First: Why are some people so smart and also very boring, so are they capable of mastering some mental activities and so are others mastering ac? Why can't some of the most creative
thinkers comprehend a balance sheet, and some accountants have a sense of product design? Why can't some brilliant management scientists deal with organizational politics, while some of the most politically adept individuals don't understand the simplest elements of management science? Second:
Why do people sometimes express such a surprise when they read or learn something they should already know? Why should an administrator, for example, be so happy when he reads a new article about decision-making, patented for him even though he has never seen the print before? Third: Why is
there such a discrepancy in organizations, at least at the policy level, between science and management planning on the one hand, and managing on the other? Why did none of the planning and analysis techniques really have much impact on how senior managers worked? What we plan to do in this
article is some temporary answers to these three questions, namely, with Nasrudin's story around a central theme together what the human brain means for the hemisphere and the management of this specialization. Two Hemispheres of the Human Brain Let's first try to answer these three questions by
looking at what's known about the hemispheres of the brain. The question is known for a long time that one of the scientists- in particular, neurologists, neurosurgecies, and psychologists - is two different hemispheres of the brain. They also know that the left hemisphere controls movements on the right
side of the body, and the right hemisphere controls movements on the left. What they have recently discovered, however, is that these two hemispheres specialize in more basic ways. Most people's brains have logical thinking processes in the left hemisphere (largely excluding the bottom left hand). The
way the left hemisphere of the brain works seems linear; sorted information, sequenously, one after the other. Perhaps the most obvious linear faculty language. Unlike sharp, the right hemisphere specializes in simultaneous processing; that is, it works in a more a wholeer, relational way, perhaps the
most obvious faculty is understanding visual images. Although relatively few specific mental activities are yet to be associated with one hemisphere or other, research continues very quickly. For example, a new paper published in The New York Times contains important research into how emotion can be
a right-hemisphere function.1 This concept is based on the finding that victims of right-hemisphere stroke are often relatively trouble-free in their inadequacies, while those who have a stroke in the left hemisphere often suffer from deep mental anguish. What does this expertise of the brain mean for the
way people work? Speech, being linear, is a left-hemisphere activity, but other forms of human communication, such as gesturing, are relational, not sequenial, and tend to be associated with the right hemisphere. Imagine what would happen to the two sides of a human brain, for example, to react to a
stimulant, so that a person's words would be separate from their gestures. In other words, the person would have two separate brains - one specializing in verbal communication and the other for gestures - reacting to the same stimulant. This imagination actually explains how the main breakthrough in
recent research on the human brain took place. Neurosurgees trying to treat some cases of epilepsy found that they could divide the brain by isolating the epilepsy by cutting off the corpus callosum, which joins two hemispheres of the brain. Experiments on these divided brain patients produced some
fascinating results. In one experiment doctors showed a photo of a in the right hemisphere of a female epileptic. (This is done by showing the left half of each eye.) The patient said he didn't see anything, but he got angry and looked almost at the same time. And disturbing. Her conscious left hemisphere,
including her oral device, was not only aware of what had happened to her body, but what had caused emotional turmoil. Only he knew his unconscious right hemisphere. Here, neurosurgees observed a clear split between two independent consciousnesses that are normally in communication and
collaboration.2 Now, scientists have found that some common human tasks activate one side of the brain, leaving the other largely at rest. For example, when a person learns mathematical evidence, it can evoke activity in the left hemisphere of their brain, while conceived a piece of sculpture or
assessing a political opponent may evoke activity to the right. Now we have the answer to the first question. One individual can be smart and boring at the same time because one side of his brain is more advanced than the other. Some people -- probably most lawyers, accountants and planners -- have
improved left-hemispheric thinking processes better, while others - artists, sculpters and perhaps politicians - have improved right-hemispheric processes better. Thus, an artist may be incapable of expressing his feelings in words, while a lawyer may not be able to paint. Or a politician may not learn math,
while an administration scientist can be constantly manipulated in political situations. Eye movement is apparently an appropriate indicator of hemispheric development. When asked to count complex word letters like Mississippi in their heads, most people look sideways across the most advanced
hemisphere. (However, be careful with the lefts.) But if the question is a special-for example, emotionally charged, spatial, or purely mathematical- number of people facing one way or another will change significantly. The question has been suggested in contrast to a series of words to distinguish between
the two hemispheric modes of consciousness, for example: open against implicit; verbal counter-spatial; argument against experience; intellectually counter-intuitive; and analytical against gestalt. At this point, I should point out that most of these words, as well as evidence of these results, can be found in
robert ornstein's extraordinary book Psychology of Consciousness, a research psychologist in California. Ornstein uses Nasrudin's story to go further. In particular, it expresses the linear left hemisphere in a clear sense, synonymous with lightness, through thought processes that we know. We can
express them. It relates the right hemisphere to darkness, to mysterious thought processes for us, at least to us in the Western world. Ornstein also noted that the East focuses on esoteric psychologists (Zen, Yoga, Sufism, etc.) on right-hemispheric consciousness (for example, changing pulse rate
through meditation). In sharp contrast, the West it has been almost only related to left-hemispheric consciousness, with logical thought. Ornstein suggests that we can find an important key to human consciousness in the right hemisphere. To quote him: These experiences' superiority of time, control of
the nervous system, paranormal communication, and so on, with their very mode of operation, are not easily accessible for causal explanation or linguistic discovery, many have been tempted to ignore them or even deny their existence. These traditional psychologists have been relegated to the most
commonly used 'mysticism' region of the mysterious-word 'esoteric' or 'ocult'. It is a taboo investigative area symbolized by darkness, the left side of 'the right hemisphere of ourselves, Night. 3rd Now, i reflect on this for a moment. (Should I say meditation?) There are a number of linear, sequenary,
analytical thought processes, and he knows a lot about scientists and the rest of us. And we know very little about another set-simultaneous, relational, perical-biz. More importantly, we don't know what we know here, or rather our left hemispheres can't make clear what our right hemisphere knows
implicitly. So here, in appearance, is the answer to the second question. The feeling of revelation about obvious learning can be explained by the suggestion that obvious knowledge is veiled, apparently confined to the right hemisphere. The left hemisphere never knew. So when he clearly learns exactly
what the right hemisphere knows, it looks like a revelation to the left hemisphere. Now only the third question-the discrepancy between planning and managing-remains. Question three Now, my discussion should be clear (open, at least, the reader is leading the right hemisphere and, now I also write to
the left hemisphere of the reader). Perhaps it has always been lost in the darkness of intuition, but management researchers may be looking for the key to management in the lightness of logical analysis. In particular, I would suggest that there may be a fundamental difference between official planning
and informal management, a similar difference between the two hemispheres of the human brain. Planning and management science techniques are sequeny and systematic; First of all, the expression. Planners and management scientists are expected to continue their work in a series of logical,
sequenthous steps, each with open analysis. (The argument that successful implementation of these techniques requires significant intuition doesn't really change from my point of view. The formation of intuition just means that the analyst is leaving his science, as he expresses, and behaves more like a
manager.) Official planning, then, seems to use similar processes defined by the left of the brain Moreover, planners and management scientists seem to enjoy a systematic, orderly world, and many show little appreciation for more relational, perical processes. What about managing? Rather, what about
the processes used by senior managers? (Let me stress here that I have intensified this discussion at the policy level of organizations that I believe are the sharpest in the process of planning and governance.) Managers also plan in some ways (i.e. think ahead) and take their share of logical analysis. But
I believe there's more to the effective management of an organization than that. Therefore, I suppose that the important policy processes of managing an organization depend significantly on the capabilities defined by the right hemisphere of the brain. Influential managers seem to enjoy uncertainty; in
relatively less complex, mysterious systems in order. If true, this hypothesis answers the third question about the discrepancy between planning and managing. Each of these new analytical techniques in planning and analysis, one after the other, will help explain why there is little success at the policy
level. PPBS, strategic planning, management (or total) information systems and company models-all were met with great enthusiasm; Then, in many cases, after a few years they have been quietly ushered in through the corporate back door. Apparently, none of them have meet policy-level decision-
making needs in organizations; other processes at this level can work better. Right to manage from the Hemisphere, because research has told us very little about the right hemisphere, I can't support the evidence that a key to managing with my claim lies there. I can only offer a reading of concrete data,
not a feel for the situation to the reader. However, a number of findings from my own research on policy-level processes show that they have the characteristics of accurate-hemispheric thinking.4 A fact is repeated over and over again in all these researches: key management processes are extremely
complex and mysterious (for me as a researcher, as well as for the managers who perform them), taking advantage of the emptiness of knowledge and using the least articulated of mental processes. These processes seem to be more relational andtudent than sequentual and more intuitive than
intellectual; seems to be the most characteristic feature of right hemispheric activity. Here are ten general findings: 1. I observed strong communication preferred over oral media, especially meetings, written forms, i.e. reading and writing five general managers. (The same result has been found in almost
every work of administrators, regardless of their level in the organization or the function they are checking.) Of course verbal communication is also linear, but it's more than that. Administrators seem to support this for two main reasons that suggest a relational way of working. First communication allows
the administrator to read facial expressions, tones, and gestures. As I mentioned earlier, these stimulants seem to have been processed in the right hemisphere of the brain. Second, and perhaps more importantly, verbal communication allows the administrator to be involved in real-time information
exchange. The focus of administrators on verbal media suggests that they want relational, concurrent ways of obtaining information rather than sequenary and sequenary ones. 2. It is interesting to look at the content of managers' information and what they do with it, drawing attention to the information
used by media managers. The evidence here is that much of the manager's input is soft and speculative-impressions and feelings about other people, rumors, gossip, and so on. Moreover, multi-analytical inputs - reports, documents and hard data in general - seem to be of relatively little importance to
many managers. (After a steady diet of soft information, a chief executive came across the first piece of hard data he had seen all week-an accounting report-and put aside with comments, I would never look at this.) What can managers do with this soft, speculative information? I think they synthesized it
instead of analyzing it. (How does someone analyze a friend's mood or grimace in a suggestion?) Much of this information helps the administrator indirectly understand his organization and environment to see the bigger picture. This means very expressive, very common in management, relational, de
facto use of knowledge. In fact, managers (like everyone else) use their knowledge to create mental models of implicitly synthesized arrests in their world, how their organizations and environments work. Then, when an action is considered, the administrator can simulate the result by using implicit models.
There is no doubt that such activities always continue in the management world. A number of words that managers often use suggest this kind of mental process. For example, the word hunch seems to refer to the thought that arising from such an implicit simulation. I don't know why, but I have a hunch
that if we do x, then they'll answer with a y. Managers also use the words judgment to express thought processes that will work but are unknown to them. Judgment seems to be the word that verbal mind has given to thought processes that it cannot express. Perhaps it means you have only good right-
hemispheric models that have good judgment. 3. Another result of the oral nature of the manager's information is interesting here. The manager tends to be the most knowledgeable member of his organization, but has difficulty disseminating his or her knowledge to his employees. Therefore, when a job-
installed administrator finds a new task that needs to be done, he or she faces a dilemma: either or just do the task itself, both satisfying. When I first encountered this committee's process, I explained it in terms of time and the nature of the manager's information; because most of an administrator's
information is verbal (and stored in his head), it consumes most of his time to spread. But now divided brain research suggests that there is a reason for a second, perhaps more important delegation. The administrator may simply be incapable of disseminating some relevant information because he is
removed from his oral consciousness. (It suggests that you may need some kind of administrative psychoanalyst to convince him!) 4. Earlier in this article I wrote that administrators enjoy uncertainty, without much order in complex, mysterious systems. Let's look at the evidence. What I've discussed so far
about the administrator's use of information shows that his work is directed at action, not reflection. We see more evidence for this in the pace of their work (Breaks are rare. It's a thing one after the other); the shortness of activities (half of the activities of the senior managers I observed were completed in
less than 9 minutes); diversity of activities (senior managers had no obvious patterns on their working days); active preference for interruption in their work (stopping meetings, leaving their doors open); and the lack of routine in their work (I observed that only 7% of the 368 oral contacts were regularly
planned, only 1% addressed a general topic in any way related to general planning). Obviously, the manager does not systematically, in an orderly and intellectual way, inflating his pipe in a mountain retreat, as he analyzes his problems. Instead, it deales with problems in the context of daily activities-
smoking in its mouth, one hand on the phone, and the other shaking hands with a departed guest. The manager is involved, plugged in; The operating mode is relational, concurrent, experience-specific, that is, covering all the characteristics of the right hemisphere. 5. If the most important management
roles of the ten people described in the research are isolated, the leader, liaison and discomfort supervisor would surely be among them. (The other seven are piss, monitor, emitter, spokesperson, negotiator, entrepreneur and resource separator, and are among the most important roles in the last two.)
However, these three roles are about the least known. He explains how the manager dealt with his own employees. Despite this huge amount of research, it's ironic that executives and researchers still know almost nothing about the essence of leadership, why some people follow and others are about the
way. Leadership remains a mysterious chemistry; Capture all the words like charisma proclaming our ignorance. In the contact role, the administrator creates a network of external relationships that serve as their personal information Again, the activities of this role remain almost entirely outside the
expressed knowledge area. And as an inconvenience handler, the administrator dealt with problems and crises in his organization. Here again, despite extensive literature on analytical decision-making, almost nothing has been written about decision making under pressure. These activities remain
outside of management science, in the field of intuition and experience. 6. Now let's go back to strategic decision-making. There are 7 routines that seem to define the steps involved in such decision-making. These are recognition, diagnosis, search, design, scan, evaluation/selection and authorization.
Two of these routines stand out over other routines, such as diagnosing decision situations and designing custom solutions, and they have almost no incableity. But these two stand out for another reason: they are probably the most important of the seven. In particular, diagnosis seems to be an important
step in strategic decision-making, for this routine decision making is set in the whole course. This is an astonishing fact, therefore, that goes almost to mention in the literature of diagnostic planning or management science. (Almost all subsequent literature relates to the formal evaluation of given
alternatives, but this is usually a kind of cropping on the process, insignificant in terms of determining actual results.) In examining decision-making processes, the executives who made the decisions said they had taken a clear diagnostic step in only 14 of the 25 decision-making processes. But all
managers must have made some diagnosis; With no diagnosis, evaluation of the condition, it is difficult to imagine a decision-making process. The question, therefore, is where was the diagnosis made? 7. Another point that arises from the study of strategic decision-making processes is the existence
and profound impact of what is composed of dynamic factors. Strategic decision-making processes are stopped by interruptions, delayed and accelerated by timing factors, and constantly forced into branching and looping. These processes, therefore, are important dynamic ones. But analysis is dynamic
factors in which sequenity, sequenity techniques are least able to handle. Thus, despite its importance, dynamic factors go without almost any mention in the literature of management science. Let's look at the time. It is clear that timing is very important that almost everything the manager does. No
manager takes action more or less quickly without thinging the effect of taking the initiative or delaying it to avoid complications. But in a review of management literature, the authors found fewer than 10 books in 183 that directly referred to scheduling.5 Essentially, managers are left on their own to deal
with dynamic factors involving concurrent, relational modes. 8. When managers have to make serious choices among the options, how do they actually do them? The three main choice formats are distinguishable-analysis, judgment and bargaining. The first includes systematic evaluation of options in
terms of their results on the specified organizational objectives; second, it is a process in the mind of a single decision-er; and the third includes negotiations between different decision ers. One of the most surprising truths about how managers make the 25 strategic decisions examined is that few report
using open analysis; In only 18 of the 83 elections, the executives mentioned using it. There was significant bargaining, but overall the election mode was the most widely used jurisdiction. Typically, all sorts of options and data associated with them are pumped into an administrator's mind and somehow a
choice is then output. How was it not explained? How is it not explained in the literature? Yehezkel Dror, a leading public policy thinker, is one of the few thinkers facing this problem. It reads: Experienced policymakers, who often explain their decisions largely in terms of subconscious processes such as
'intuition' and 'judgment', unanimously agree and even stress that non-rational processes play a positive and important role in policy making. Observations of policymaker behavior in both small and large systems, indeed, seem to confirm the view of these policymakers, especially leaders like Bismarck,
Churchill, De-Gaulle and Kennedy, in all their current explanation of decision behavior. 6 9. Finally, in the field of strategy formulation, I can offer only one feel for the results since my research is still ongoing. However, some ideas have emerged. Strategy formulation is not a regular, continuous, systematic
process that is outlined in the planning literature. It is usually an irregular, intermittent process, continues in harmony and begins. There are periods of stability in strategy development, but there are also periods of reason, groping, pieceme to piece change, and global change. For me, a strategy
represents the mediation force between a dynamic environment and a stable operating system. The strategy is the way the organization understands how to deal with the environment for a while. Now, the environment does not change any set patterns. For example, the environment will not work on
planners' five-year schedules; It can be stable for thirteen years, and then suddenly blow the whole of the fourteer to hell. And even if the change is constant, the human brain doesn't usually perceive it that way. People tend to react little to mild stimuants and overreact to strong stimuulants. Therefore, it
makes sense that strategies that mediate between environments and organizational operations change not in regular patterns, but in harmony and beginnings, as I have observed before. How to plan strategically suitable and starts for? In fact it is not (planners were made aware of the very pain during the
energy crisis). So again, the burden manager to cope with, especially his mental processes-intuition and experience- falls that can cope with irregular inputs from the environment. 10. Allow me to dig deeper into the concept of strategy. Consider an organization that has no strategy and no way to deal with
its environment consistently; Each new edition gives the answer as it just comes along. This is typical for an organization in a very difficult situation where the old strategy has deteriorated imably, but no new strategy has yet emerged. Now, if the organization wants to formulate a new strategy, how does it
do it (assuming the environment is stabilized enough to allow a new strategy to be formulated)? Let me suggest it in two ways (still based on temporary results). If the organization goes the way of systematic planning, I suggest you come up with what could possibly be called an outline strategy. As a
result, it will generally do what is expected of organizations in its own state; if possible, for example, it will copy the established strategies of other organizations. If this is the auto business, for example, you can use the basic General Motors strategy, like Chrysler and Ford have done it over and over
again. Alternatively, if the organization wanted to have a creative, integrated strategy in the 1950s that could be called volkswagen's one-like gestalt strategy, then I would suggest that the organization would rely he greatly on an eye to conceptualize its strategy, synthesizing a vision of how they would
react to the organization's environment. In other words, you will scratch an interesting strategy and you will probably find a single strategy formulaer under it. Creative, integrated strategies seem to be the only brain products, perhaps the products of the only right hemisphere. A strategy can be made clear,
it can be announced as what the organization plans to do in the future, but when the vision is fully processed, if none. Most of the time, of course, it is felt to have worked fully, so the strategy has never been made clear and the general manager's particular vision remains. (Of course, in some cases you
don't need to be the formulaor manager. There's no reason why a manager can't be a creative right-hand man-really a left-hander-runs his gestalt strategy for him, and then expresses it to him.) No management process is more demanding than the formulation of a creative, integrated strategy to deal with
a complex, intertwined environment than a wholeer, relational, gestalt thinking. How sequentural analysis (under label strategic planning) can possibly lead to a gestalt strategy? Another famous old story has relevance here. It's about blind men trying to identify an elephant by touching it. Someone grabs
the trunk and says the elephant is long and soft; leg holds and says it is large and cylindrical; A third skin touches and says it is rough and scaly. What the story points out is that every person standing in part of the elephant can make a limited and analytical assessment of the situation, but we can't get an
elephant by adding it scaly, long and soft, massive and cylindrical at any rate imaginable. Without the development of an overview, we continue to get lost in our individual investigations. Such a point of view is a region of another form of information and cannot be achieved in the same way that individual
pieces are discovered. It is not born of the linear sum of independent observations. 7 What can we conclude from these ten findings? First, I must stress again that everything I write about the two hemispheres of the brain is in the area of speculation. Researchers have yet to formally associate any
management process with the functioning of the human brain. However, ten points seem to support the previously stated hypothesis: the important policy-level processes required to manage an organization depend significantly on faculties defined by the right hemisphere of the brain. This result does not
mean that the left hemisphere is insignificant to policymakers. I'm exaggerating my case to emphasize the importance of the right. Faculties defined by the left hemisphere are also important for effective management. Each manager also makes a significantly clear calculation when he or she takes action,
and if all intuitive thinking is to be expressed and eventually made available, all intuitive thinking must be translated into the linear order of the left. The great powers that appear to be associated with the right hemisphere will not work without the capabilities of the left. You can create an artist without
verbal, you cannot be an administrator. Truly extraordinary managers are undoubtedly the ones who double the effective right-hemispheric processes (hunch, judgment, synthesis, etc.) with effective processes on the left (expression, logic, analysis, etc.). But if managers and researchers continue to look
for the key to managing the lightness of the ordered analysis, there will be little way in the field of management. There will be so much left unexplained in the darkness of intuition. Before I go to discuss the implications for management science and planning, I would like to stress again throughout this
article that I am focusing on the employment processes of managers at the organization's policy level. These faculties seem to be the most important organization defined by right-to-hemispheric activities, at least with these top-down policy-making systems. In a sense, the whole and sequenary unannoch
reflects how bureaucratic organisations work themselves. The policy builder can use the strategy from a circular point of view and the rest of the hierarchy to Apply in order to branches and shops. While right-hemispheric faculties may be more important at the top of an organization, left-hemispheric ones
can dominate down. Let's turn to practical reality for one last word on the effects of the Left Hemisphere. What does all this mean for those associated with management? No, I suggest that planners and management scientists pack their bags in techniques and leave them in the management area, or take
basket weaving or meditation in their leisure time. (I haven't-at least yet!) It seems to me that the left hemisphere is alive and well; the analytical community is robustly established and indispensable at the operating and intermediate levels of most organizations. Actual problems occur at the policy level.
Here is a fact that must have got in place along with analysis-perhaps its lead take-intuition, which many analysts and planners are slow to accept. To me, organizational activity doesn't lie in the narrow-minded concept called rationality; it lies in a mixture of open-minded logic and strong intuition. I'll show
you that by two points. First, you should only try to plan planners under special circumstances. When an organization is in a stable environment and has no benefit for a very creative strategy-the telephone industry can be the best example - then the development of formal, systematic strategic plans (and
outline strategies) can take turns. But when the environment is unstable or the organization needs a creative strategy, strategic planning may not be the best approach to strategy formulation, and planners don't have to force the organization to use it. Second, effective decision-making at the policy level
requires good analytical input, it is to ensure that the planner and management scientist's job takes over management. Administrators are very effective at providing soft information; however, they tend to highlight analytical input, which is often important. Planners and management scientists can
effectively serve their organizations by doing specific analyses and making the results to senior management (should I say verbally?), ensuring that the best of the analysis is based on policy making. But at the same time, planners need to accept that these inputs cannot only be used in policy making, but
that soft information is also very important. If the recommendations in this article apply to the teacher of administrators, educators should greatly review some of their concepts about management education, because over the last fifteen years the revolution in this field has taken a lot of use— it has almost
blessed the modern school of governance with the worship of the left hemisphere. Should educators be surprised that many of their graduates come to staff positions with no intention of managing anything? Some management schools have become virtual closed systems where professors who have little
interest in the reality of organizational life end their theories of mathematics, economics and psychology to inexperienced students on their own. In these management schools, management is given a small place. I'm not preaching a return to 1950s school of management. That era of fuzzy thinking has
passed, thank goodness. On the contrary, I call for a new balance in our schools, the balance that the best of the human brain can achieve, between analytical and intuitive. In particular, it should benefit more from powerful new skill development techniques that are experienced and creative in nature,
such as role-playing, video-tape use, behavioral labs, and so on. Educators should put students in situations where they can apply not only interpersonal, but also knowledge and decision-making skills, whether in the field or in the simulated experience of the laboratory. Experts then give feedback on
students' behaviour and performance. For administrators, the first result for administrators should be a careful call. The findings of cognitive psychologists should not be taken as licenses to shroud their activities in the dark. The mistification of conscious behavior is a favorite trick of those who want to
maintain a power base (or to conceal their intention to create one); this behavior does not help any organization and does not force it into the field of intuition activities that can be handled effectively by analysis. Since Frederick Taylor began experimenting in factories in the late part of the last century, the
most important driving force in the development of our organizations has been shifting activities out of the field of intuition to conscious analysis. This trend will continue. But managers and those who work with them should be careful to distinguish what is best handled analytally, which should remain in the
field of intuition, while looking for the lost keys to management. 1. Richard Restak, Who Has His Own Minds in the Hemisfers of the Brain, New York Times, January 25, 1976. 2. Robert Ornstein, Psychology of Consciousness (San Francisco: W.H. Freeman, 1975), p. 60. 3. Ibid., p. 97. 4. These findings
are based on my obsevational study of the work of five senior executives (a) The Nature of Managerial Work (New York: Harper and Row, 1973) and The Manager's Job: Folklore and Fact (HBR July-August 1975, p. 49); (b) A study of twenty-five strategic decision-making processes reported in the
Structure of Unstructured Decision Processes, written in partnership with Duru Raisinghani and André Théorêt, will be published in the Administrative Sciences Quarter; and (c) a series of studies conducted at McGill University on the creation of organizational strategies over the decades under my watch,
reported in Patterns in Strategy Formation The paper, I.A.E., Aix-en-Provence, France, has been submitted for publication. 5. Clyde T. Hardwick and Bernard F. Landuyt, Administrative Strategy and Decision Making, 2nd ed. (Cincinnati: South West, 1966). 6. Yehezkel Dror, Public Policy Re-Examined
(Scranton: Chandler, 1968), p. 149. 7. Ornstein, p. 10. A version of this article appeared in the July 1976 issue of The Harvard Business Review. Review.
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